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A class of words is introduced with the property that a finite group satisfying an
identity of length N defined by a member of this class is nilpotent-of-N-bounded-
class-by-N-bounded-exponent. Conversely, we see that this class of words charac-
terises such groups; a group which is nilpotent-of-class-c-by-exponent-at-most-c,
satisfies an identity from this class whose length is c-bounded. Related results are
discussed. Q 1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The aim of the present paper is as the title suggests: given a word w on
an alphabet X , where X : F, the free group of infinite rank, we should
like to develop criteria to determine when the variety generated by finite
groups defined by w is nilpotent-of-bounded-class-by-bounded-exponent,
for uniform such bounds which are functions of the length of the word
alone.
Some Important Points to Note
Ž .1 Recall that a positi¤e word in an alphabet X is a word u in X not
involving inverses. Similarly, a positi¤e law is a law of the form u ’ ¤ for
Ž .u, ¤ positive words. Let us call w s w X a word which yields a positive
law, if w ’ u¤y1 for u, ¤ positive words in X . Results of Semple and
w x w xShalev 8; 9, Theorem B , in conjunction with 3, Theorem 1 , imply that
Ž .there exists a function f s f N , so that if w is a word of length N which
Ž .yields a positive law, then for every residually finite group G satisfying
Ž f .the law w ’ 1, we have g G s 1; thus such a G is nilpotent-of-classfq1
F f-by-exponent F f. Thus this paper extends these results.
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It turns out that the words we tackle are also generalizations of the
well-known Engel identities and of the Milnor identities introduced by
w xPoint 7 . We also mention a related condition introduced by Kim and
w xRhemtulla 5 ; namely, a group is said to be strongly restrained if there
² ² y::exists an integer n such that x can be generated by n elements for all
Ž .x, y in G. It turns out that finitely generated residually finite groups
satisfying our criteria are strongly restrained by virtue of their being
Ž w x.nilpotent-of-bounded-class-by-bounded-index see 5, Theorem A . On the
other hand, it would be interesting to be able to derive a direct proof of
this fact.
Ž .2 It is abundantly clear that certain words can in no way serve to
define such ``nilpotent-by-bounded-exponent'' varieties; for example, any
word w g F Žd., the dth derived subgroup of F, for d G 2. Indeed, words of
Ž Ž .this type will be implicitly precluded from our study see Note 4 after the
.theorem in Sect. I .
Ž .3 As a curiosity, it is worth mentioning that our results, among
other things, enable us to prove that, for example, the following word
defines a nilpotent-by-bounded-exponent-variety-generated-by-finite-
groups; a fact which is hardly obvious at the outset!
Ž . y2 y2 2 2 y10 y2 10 2 y2 y4 y6 6 y2 y2 10 y4 y8 6 8 y2w x , y ’x y x y x y x y x y x y x y x y x y x y .
Outline of the Paper
In Section I we present a verbal criterion for a given variety generated
by finite groups to be a nilpotent-by-bounded-exponent variety, in the
sense suggested above. However, since the result is not, on the face of it,
an effecti¤e criterion for all words, we devote the second section to a
presentation of some methods which can be used to determine when a
given word satisfies the criterion. In Section III we present some conse-
quences of the theory developed in the first two sections.
This work is replete with examples, whose aim is to demonstrate these
techniques, as well as their limitations. While the sufficient conditions
which are developed in Section II do not cover all words, it turns out that
words to which they cannot be applied have certain very uniform and
specified structures.
We thus end with some open questions, based on this on the one hand,
and on the basis of some counter-examples of this type, on the other.
Note. Some of the results in Section I have been obtained indepen-
dently by Point for a wider class of groups, the class of elementary
Ž w x.amenable groups see 7 ; however, our result is proved for a more general
class of words than the Milnor identities introduced in that paper, and also
w xmakes use of the work of 3 to yield sharper statements in each case.
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SECTION I
We first introduce some definitions which we shall require for the
statement of the theorem.
Since, by the Nielsen]Schreier theorem, subgroups of free groups are
Ž .free, we let F [ F x, y : F denote the free group of rank 2 with2 2
² :generators x, y viewed as a subgroup of F, let X [ x , the cyclic group
² : Y Ž X .generated by x, Y [ y , X resp. Y the normal closure of X in F2
Ž .resp. the normal closure of Y in F .2
Y ² :² y:Clearly X s x , hence the choice of notation. Denote, as usual, in
a group G, by GX its first derived subgroup, by GŽd., d s 2, . . . its dth
Ž .derived subgroup, and by g G the ith member of its lower central series,i
m ² m < : Y X X Xand set G [ g g g G . Note that since X s X ? F , Y s Y ? F , we2 2
have X Y l Y X s FX .2
Ž . a1 b1 a2 an bnNow suppose that w x, y s x y x ??? x y is a word in F , with2
n n n < < n < <Ý a s Ý b s 0, and Ý a q Ý b s N. We call such a word wis1 i js1 j is1 i js1 j
 4a homogeneous word of length N in x, y .
Note that by homogeneity we may rewrite w in the form
y s2 y s3 y sna a a a1 2 3 nw x , y s x x x . . . x , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
y y1 iy1 Ž .where x [ y xy, s s yÝ b , i s 1, . . . , n , or, in the formi js1 j
x u1 x u2b b b1 2 nw x , y s y y . . . y , 2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
i Ž . Žwhere u s yÝ a i s 1, . . . , n . Note that s s u s 0 by the homo-i js1 j 1 n
.geneity of w, and are thus omitted.
Since clearly every commutator word is homogeneous, it is clear by the
above remarks that w is a homogeneous word iff w is a commutator word,
X Ž Xi.e., iff w g F . The fact that a homogeneous word is in F can in fact be2 2
X Ýnis1 ai Ý
n
js1 bj .seen directly, by noting that its image in F rF is x y ’ 1.2 2
The following discussion will motivate the definition of an efficient
commutator word.
Ž . YConsider form 1 for w; thus, consider w g X . ``Collect together''
Ž ai. y sj Ž a l . y s lthose terms x , x for which s s s , by ``commutator collection,''j l
Ž aiqa l . y sjsubsequently writing it as x ; that is, we shall group together all
such expressions which are conjugated by the same power of y, by
Ž Y .Xperforming commutator collection modulo X , and write the commuta-
Ž Y .X Ž Ž ..tor ``remainder'' in X as c see form 3 . We thus obtain a word
y s2 y s3 y smt t t t1 2 3 mw x , y ’ x x x ??? x c, 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž Y .Xwhere c g X , the s , . . . , s for m F n are all distinct, and the t1 m j
respectively represent the non-zero sums of the exponents a of those x ajj
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which are conjugated by the same power of y, where, if such a sum equals
zero, we omit the term from the expression. A similar procedure for w in
Ž . Xform 2 g Y renders
x u1 x u2 x u r¤ ¤ ¤1 2 rw x , y ’ y y . . . y d, 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž X .Xwhere d g Y , r F n, the u for j s 1, . . . , r are mutually distinct, andj
¤ / 0, i s 1, . . . , r.i
We illustrate this procedure with an example;
Ž . y2 y2 2 2 y3 y1 3EXAMPLE 1. w x, y ’ x y xy x y x y is indeed a commutator1
word, and takes the forms
Ž . Ž . y2 Ž . y 2 2Ž y1 . y 31 w x, y ’ x x x x1
Ž . Ž . Ž y2 . x 2Ž 2 . xŽ y3 . xy1 32 w x, y ’ y y y y1
Ž . Ž . Ž . y 2Ž y1 . 33 w x, y ’ x x y c1
Ž . Ž . Ž y2 . x 2Ž 2 . xŽ y3 . xy1 34 w x, y ’ y y y y .1
Ž . Ž .Note that form 4 is identical to form 2 by virtue of the fact that all
Ž .the conjugating powers of x in form 2 are distinct, so there is, in fact, no
``collection'' to be done.
Ž .  4DEFINITION. Let w s w x, y be a homogeneous word in x, y . Call w
an efficient1 word if
Ž . Ž Y .X Ž X .X1 w / X l Y and
Ž . Ž 4  4 .2 GCD t , ¤ s 1.i 1F iF m j 1F jF r
Ž .EXAMPLES OF EFFICIENT AND NONEFFICIENT WORDS. 1 Note that w1
above is efficient.
Ž . w x2 w [ x, y the well-known Engel identity, is an efficient word,2 n
Ž . Ž yy1.n Ž .nfor, when written in form 3 , we have w ’ x c, where y y 1 is2
expanded as a binomial of degree n, giving
n n ny iyn ni ny i i.Ž . .Ž .Ž y1 y Ž y1
i iw ’ x c ’ x c,Ž .Ł Ł2
is0 is0
Žand so w is efficient. Note that indeed the exponent sum of the x's2
n n i nŽ .Ž . Ž . .occurring in this form equals Ý y1 s 1 y 1 s 0 as required.is0 i
1 The term alludes to the fact that a finite group satisfying a law w ’ 1 for such words w,
will be seen to have bounds on the ranks of all its chief factors.
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Notice two families of nonefficient words, to which we shall subse-
quently return,
Ž . w n0 n0 x3 w s x , y and3, n0
Ž . w xn04 w s x, y ,4, n0
Žwhere n is any fixed natural number greater than 1. They will be seen to0
represent, in general, a fundamental difference between, on the one hand,
Ž . Ž n0 n0. n0a word w x, y for which w x , y is efficient in the arguments x and
n0 Ž . Ž .n0 Ž .y , and on the other hand, a word w x, y s ¤ x, y for which ¤ x, y is
.efficient.
Ž .  4Let G be a group and w s w X a word on an alphabet X s x , . . . , x .1 n
 4We say G satisfies the group law w ’ 1 if, for all subsets S s g , . . . , g1 n
Ž: G including those for which the g 's are not necessarily mutuallyi
. Ž .distinct , we have w S ’ 1. Similarly, G satisfies an efficient law if G
satisfies the group law w ’ 1, where w is efficient. Let X , Y : F.
Ž .Let w s w X be a word in X , which, without loss of generality, we
 4  4assume to be finite, say, X s x , . . . , x ; let Y s y , . . . , y .1 n 1 m
Ž .We say that f s f Y is a result of w if there exist substitutions
a : X “ F YŽ .
x ‹ a x i s 1, . . . , nŽ .i i
with
f Y [ w a x .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .i is1, . . . n
In other words, f is a result of w if f is a homomorphic image of w for
some homomorphism a which is defined on the generators X and
extended naturally to w by multiplicativity. Note that if f is a result of w,
then f is a group law whenever w is. If w is also a result of f, we say that
w and f are equi¤alent.
Ž Ž ..Denote, for each i, by l a x [ minimal length of a word in theiY
Ž .elements of Y representing a x .i
We are now ready to state the theorem.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM. i There exists a function f s f N so that, if w s w X is
Ž .any efficient word of length N in an alphabet X , then any residually finite
group G satisfying w is nilpotent-of-class-at-most-f-by-exponent-at-most-f.
Ž . Ž .ii Let w ha¤e a result f s f c, d which is efficient. Then the same
Ž .conclusions hold as in i , but with the nilpotency class and the exponent
Ž Ž Ž ...bounded in terms of max l a x as well as f.i ic, d4
Con¤ersely,
Ž . Ž . Ž c.iii If G is any group not necessarily finite , satisfying g G s 1,cq1
then G satisfies an efficient law, whose length is c-bounded.
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Ž . Ž .Clearly, proving parts i and ii for finite groups equivalently justifies
their veracity for residually finite groups, as well as for the variety
Žgenerated by all finite groups satisfying the given law see, for example, the
.Corollary below .
COROLLARY. Let V be a ¤ariety generated by finite groups. Then V :
N B m there exists an efficient word w of c, e bounded length, which is acq1 e
law in V .
ŽHere N denotes, as usual, the variety of nilpotent groups of class ccq1
.and B the variety of locally finite groups of exponent e.e
Ž .Notes. 1 The theorem can be seen to be a generalization of Shalev's
w x wresult on positive laws 9, Theorem B as well as a result from 3, Theorem
x1 . Indeed, we shall show in the next section that any positive law of length
N has an efficient result of N-bounded length.
Ž . Ž .2 Note that Engel words are efficient see Example 2 above . Thus
w xthe theorem is reminiscent of a result of Wilson 10, Theorem 2 that a
finitely generated residually finite group satisfying an Engel law is nilpo-
tent. Indeed, while Wilson's result can be derived from the theorem, it can
w xalso be derived from results of Zelmanov 12, 13 which, in turn, are used
implicitly in the proof of our theorem.
Ž .3 It would be interesting to be able to strengthen the theorem to
state that ``w defines a nilpotent-of-bounded-class-by-bounded-exponent
variety generated by finite groups m w has a result which is efficient.''
Ž . Žd.4 Suppose, as mentioned in the Introduction, that w g F for2
Ž . Ž .d G 2. Then, by i and ii there ought not to be any efficient result.
Ž Žd..Indeed, F , are all fully invariant subgroups of F , whence w g2 d g N 2
F Žd. : F Ž2. implies that any homomorphic image must also belong to F Ž2..2 2 2
Ž . Ž2.Ž . Ž YIn particular, if f s f x, y is such an image, then f g F x, y s X2
X .X Ž Y .X Ž X .Xl Y : X l Y and so, indeed, f is not efficient.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of the Theorem. i First we show that ii follows from i . For
suppose that w has an efficient result f. Then clearly any group satisfying
Ž .the law w ’ 1 of length N satisfies the efficient law f c, d ’ 1, whose
Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .length is at most N max l a x . Hence the proof of ii will followi ic, d4
Ž .directly from the proof of i .
Ž .  4Accordingly, let w s w X be an efficient word. Thus X s x, y and
w g FX .2
Part of the method of proof is modeled closely on methods of Semple
Ž w x.and Shalev see 8, 9 , in proving that N-collapsing finite groups are
``strongly-locally-nilpotent-by-N-bounded-exponent.'' We subsequently in-
w xvoke the aforementioned result of 3 .
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Ž .1 Bounding Simple Non-abelian Sections
Let G satisfy the efficient law
w x , y ’ x a1 y b1 x a2 y b2 ??? x an y bn .Ž .
Ž . Ž .We refer to forms 1 ] 4 as earlier.
LEMMA 1. Let G be a finite group satisfying the efflcient law w ’ 1 of
Ž .length N. Then there exists an integer g s g N so that G has a soluble fully
Ž .in¤ariant subgroup H with exp GrH F g.
In the course of the proof we shall see what motivates the condition of
efficiency.
Proof. Indeed, let M [ ArB ( X l S be a non-abelian chief factoriis1
Ž . lof G, where the S are isomorphic copies of a fixed non-abeliani is1
< <simple group S. Our first aim is to bound S , the order of S. Recall the
w xresult of Jones 4 that a variety of groups generated by infinitely many
finite non-abelian simple groups is the variety of all groups.
Now let w be the left normed commutator of all possible words w ofÄN N
 4length N in x, y in a certain specified fixed order, where if we include a
word we omit its inverse. Then clearly V , the variety of finite groupswÄN
satisfying the group law w , is a proper variety, since w is a nontrivialÄ ÄN N
 4word. Moreover, V = V for every word w on x, y of length N. Wew w NÄN N
Ž .thus deduce the existence of a function h ’ h N of N alone, so that if G
is a finite group satisfying the law w ’ 1 of length N, and S is a simple
< < Ž .non-abelian group involved in G, then S F h N .
Now we wish to bound l , the number of direct factors occurring in
ArB.
< <Indeed, let p be a prime dividing S . The efficiency condition implies
Ž 4 . Ž 4 . Ž .that GCD t , p s 1 or GCD ¤ , p s 1 or both . Assume,i 1F iF m j 1F jF r
without loss of generality, that the first option holds, and that p ƒ t , say.1
Ž .Now consider form 3 for w, and pick an element x g G whose image
Ž .mod B is contained in S , the first copy of S, and has order p modulo B.1
G acts transitively on the l copies of S by conjugation.
Ž .Thus, in particular, if y g G and x g S , then y acts on x mod B by1
y Ž . y Ž .sending x to x mod B , where x is an element of order p modulo B
which is contained in a copy S of S, and x y
j
corresponds similarly to thei
jth convolution of y on x g S . Our aim is to bound the orbits of elements1
of G on the copies of S. Indeed, we shall show that these orbits have
Ž .N-bounded lengths. Accordingly, pick such a y for which y f N S rB ,G r B 1
Ž .the normalizer of S rB in GrB. Recall that we have w x, y ’ 1, and1
further, since elements in distinct copies of S commute with each other,
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we see that
w x , y ’ 1 « w x , y ’ 1 mod BŽ . Ž . Ž .
y s2 y smt t t1 2 m« x x ??? x ’ 1 mod B ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where we have invoked form 3 for w. Recall also that the exponents s ofi
the conjugators y are, by construction, mutually distinct.
But our assumption earlier that p does not divide t , implies that1
t1 Ž .x k 1 mod B . This then yields a nontrivial identity modulo B between
elements in direct factors corresponding to the respective actions of
y0 , y s2 , . . . , y sm .
Our conclusion then is that such a y has an orbit on ArB of N-bounded
length; explicitly of length at most N y 2. For if y sk acts as y sj for j - k,
< < < ky1 jy1 <then the orbit has length at most s y s s y Ý b q Ý b sk j is1 i is1 i
< ky1 <y Ý b F N y 2, the last inequality following from the fact that w isis j i
homogeneous on two letters, and so we must have at least two incidences
of x in any such word, thus taking up at least length 2 of our length N
word, w.
Since the arguments bounding the orbit of y used only the fixed
structure of w , we deduce that for any non-abelian chief factor ArB ,N
l ŽNy2.! Ž .X S , and for any y g G, we have y g N SrB .i Gis1
< < Ž .Further, since we already showed that S F h N , and in view of the
fact that every finite non-abelian simple group S can be generated by
Ž w x.two elements see, for example, 1, Theorem B , we deduce that
< < < Ž Ž . .2Aut S h N ! .
The net result, in view of all of the above, is that for all y g G, and for
all nonabelian chief factors ArB of G, we have
y ŽNy2.!ŽhŽN .!.
2 g C ArB , i.e. GŽNy2.!ŽhŽN .!.2 : C ArB ,Ž . Ž .G r B G r B
Ž .where C ArB is the centralizer of ArB in GrB. But note thatG r B
C ArBŽ .F G r B
ArB perfectž /chief factor of G
is a soluble subgroup of G, and we obtain the desired result, with
H [ GŽNy2.!ŽhŽN .!.
2
a fully in¤ariant soluble subgroup of G, and
2exp GrH F N y 2 ! h N ! .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
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Ž .2 Bounding the Orders of Inner Automorphisms on Abelian Chief Factors
In view of Lemma 1, and our general aim to show that if G is a finite
group satisfying w ’ 1, then G is nilpotent of bounded class by bounded
exponent, we may as well assume that G is soluble, and prove:
LEMMA 2. Let G be a finite soluble group satisfying the group law w ’ 1,
Ž .where w is as defined earlier. Then there exists a constant h [ h N so that
Gh! is a fully in¤ariant nilpotent subgroup of G.
Ž .Proof. Since for any finite group G we have Fit G s F C V , whereV G
V runs over all chief factors of G, and a soluble group has all its chief
factors abelian, it is sufficient to prove the following claim:
Claim. Let G be a soluble finite group satisfying the group law w ’ 1.
Ž . h! Ž .Then there exists an h [ h N so that G : C V , where V is anyG
Ž .abelian chief factor of G.
Accordingly, fix such a chief factor V ( ArB, and its characteristic p.
Ž . Ž .Considering, as in the proof of Lemma 1, form 3 or 4 for w according
Ž  4 . Ž  4 .to GCD p, t s 1 or GCD p, ¤ s 1, without loss of gen-i 1F iF m j 1F jF r
Ž  4 .erality let us assume that GCD p, t s 1, and thus, choosing anyi 1F iF m
x g G so that xB g ArB, and y g G, we have
w x , y ’ 1 m w x , y ’ 1 mod B orŽ . Ž . Ž .
y s2 y smt t t1 2 m )x x ??? x ’ 1 mod B ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . "
Ž .where the last equality is obtained by invoking form 3 for w.
 4Since V is an abelian section, of characteristic prime to GCD t ,1F iF m i
Ž .this implies that every y g G_C V is a zero of the ``Laurent'' polyno-G
Ž . s2 s3 smmial f l ’ t q t l q t l q ??? qt l in its action on V. Note that1 2 3 m
Ž .we may replace f l by a monic polynomial in the following manner.
Ž . a Ž . yaSince w x, y ’ 1 m y w x, y y ’ 1 for any integral power a , we
Ž . ya Ž .have f l ’ 0 m l f l ’ 0 in their respective actions on V. Now
ŽŽ . . ya Ž .choose a s min s , 0 and l f l is thus such a polynomial.i 1F iF m
Since this polynomial acts on a vector space of characteristic p, we may
reduce each t modulo p without changing the effect of the action. Thei
Ž  4 .fact that GCD p, t s 1 guarantees that the polynomial is nontriv-i 1F iF m
ial, and, as can be seen by applying considerations similar to those in the
proof of Lemma 1, is of degree at most N y 2. Denote the polynomial
Ž . Ž .thus obtained by f t . Let Ann V be the annihilator of V. Clearly, ifp
Ž . Ž .y g G_C V , then y and all its integral powers are zeros of f t in theirG p
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž Ny1. Ž .actions on V. In particular, we have f y , f y . . . , f y g Ann V .p p p
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w xWe now apply the following variation of a ring-theoretic lemma from 8, 9
Ž w x w x.see 8, Lemmas 3.3]3.4 , 9, Lemma 3.1 .
Ž .LEMMA. Let f t be as abo¤e, with I the ideal generated byp
2 Ny1 w xf t , f t , . . . , f t in F t .Ž . Ž . Ž .p p p p
Ž m .kThen there exist positi¤e integers k and m so that t y 1 g I, with k and m
functions of N only.
Ž . w m xSo in particular, since I : Ann V , we see that the identity V, G ’ 1k
w xholds in G. Applying techniques from 9, Lemma 3.2 , we deduce further
Ž . Ž .that there exists a constant e s e k, m so that if w x, y is an efficient
law in G, and V is as above, an elementary abelian p-section of G, then
e Ž . w e xy y 1 g Ann V , or equivalently, that the identity V, G ’ 1 holds in G;
e Ž .or G : C V .G
But now, since there are an N-bounded number of possible efficient
words of length N, and each corresponding polynomial is derived from
such a word and is of N-bounded degree, we thus deduce that k, m, and
so e are bounded as functions of N alone, and
Ge : C V s Fit G is nilpotent.Ž .F G
V chief factor of G
Ž .3 Bounding the Nilpotency Class
In the previous two lemmas we showed that if G is a finite group
Ž .satisfying the efficient law w ’ 1 of length N, then there is an e s e NN
so that Ge centralizes every chief factor of G, and is, in particular,
nilpotent. At this point we remark that the considerations employed in the
proof of Lemma 2 leading up to the lemma following it imply that the
hypothesis that G, a soluble group, satisfies an efficient law of length N in
 4x, y , yields the same results as the assumption that G is n-collapsing
Ž .with bounds functions of N instead of n .
w xAccordingly, the results in 9, Sects. 4 and 5 yield the following analogue
to Theorem B therein;
LEMMA 3. There exist functions f , g such that e¤ery finite group G
Ž .  4satisfying the efficient law w x, y of length N in x, y possesses a nilpotentN
normal subgroup K, satisfying
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 exp GrK di¤ides f N , and
Ž .2 E¤ery d-generated subgroup of K has nilpotency class at most
Ž .g N, d .
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All that now remains is to eliminate the dependence of the nilpotency
class of G f ŽN . on d, the number of generators of any nilpotent subgroup.
Indeed, Lemma 3 implies that B, the variety generated by all finite
groups satisfying the efficient law w ’ 1, is locally nilpotent-by-finite. Thus
w xwe may invoke the following result of Burns et al. 3 .
ŽTHEOREM C. A ¤ariety B of groups is locally nilpotent-by-finite i.e., has
.all of its finitely generated subgroups nilpotent-by-finite if and only if B :
N B for some c, e.c e
Ž . Ž .This completes the proof of parts i and ii of the theorem.
We now turn to
Ž . Ž .Proof iii . 1 First, note that if G is a finite group of bounded
e w e xexponent, say G s 1, then G satisfies the law x, y s 1, which is clearly
efficient and of e-bounded length.
Ž .2 In the general case, let us assume that G is nilpotent-of-class
c-by-exponent-c. Groups this type are known to satisfy a positi¤e law of
Ž w x .c-bounded length see 6, 9 for proofs .
Ž .3 Without loss of generality then, we may assume that the positive
Ž . Žlaw h assumed in 2 is a law on two letters actually, the concrete
w x. Ž .construction of such a law is demonstrated in 9 , and that h s h x, y is
Žhomogeneous. For otherwise make the substitution x [ a , y [ a , ren-
Ž . .dering G a group of bounded exponent, which has been dealt with in 1 .
Ž . Ž .4 We shall see in Section II see Corollary 1 therein that every
homogeneous word yielding a positive efficient law of length N has a
result of N-bounded length which is an efficient word.
Ž .Thus, modulo the proof of statement 4 , we have outlined the proof of
Ž .part iii of the theorem.
SECTION II
In the previous section we learned that varieties generated by nilpotent-
of-bounded-class-by-bounded-exponent finite groups are characterized by
their satisfying an efficient law. Conversely, a word defines such a variety if
it has an efficient result.
We thus need to tackle the following questions:
Ž .i Which types of words have an efficient result?
Ž .ii Which types of words do not have an efficient result?
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We shall tackle the first question by outlining some techniques which
explicitly construct efficient results in some cases, and, in view of the
theorem, the second question can be answered by displaying families of
finite groups which on the one hand satisfy the word in question and on
the other hand are not of uniformly bounded nilpotency classes by uni-
formly bounded exponent.
We demonstrate the rudiments of these techniques with some examples;
Ž . w 4 4 xEXAMPLES. 1 Consider w [ x , y from the previous section,3, 4
which we noted to be a word which is not efficient. Apply the substitution
x ‹ b, y ‹ ba to yield
y4 4y4 4f a, b s b ba b baŽ . Ž . Ž .
s by4ay1 by1ay1 by1ay1 by1ay1 by1 b4 babababa
b4 b5 b6 b7 3 2y1 y1 y1 y1 b b bs a a a a a a a a.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Here we have expressed f in form 1 , but since all conjugating powers for
Ž .b are distinct, this is also form 3 . Since all the exponents of the a's are
"1, we already see that f is an efficient result of w without considering
Ž . Ž .forms 2 and 4 .
Ž . Ž2 Similar techniques can be applied see the proposition in this
.section for a proof and Example 3 following it to show that the family,
w n0 n0 xw s x , y always has an efficient result of n -bounded length and3, n 00
thus defines a variety of finite groups which are nilpotent of n -bounded0
Žclass by n -bounded exponent. In fact it is clear that G satisfies w m0 3, n0
Ž n0. .g G ’ 1.2
Ž . w xn03 On the other hand, we claim that the family w s x, y does4, n0
not have an efficient result for any n ) 1!0
Proof. By the theorem, if w had an efficient result, it would define a4, n0
variety V which would be nilpotent of bounded class by boundedw , n4 0
exponent. On the other hand, if p is any prime dividing n , then the family0
 4G [ C wrC satisfies w and is clearly not contained in a productn p n n“‘ 4, n0
of varieties N B described earlier.fq1 f
We now generalize the phenomenon seen in Example 1 above, in the
following:
Ž . a1 b1 a2 b2 an bnPROPOSITION. Let w x, y ’ x y x y ??? x y be a homogeneous
word of length N.
Ž . Ž Ž ..Consider the lists a , a , a , . . . , a resp. b , b , b , . . . , b as ``cycles''1 2 3 n 1 2 3 n
of length n, by which we mean that a follows a , a follows a , . . . , and a2 1 3 2 1
Žfollows a in cyclical order and similarly, that b follows b , . . . , b followsn 2 1 1
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.b . Suppose that there exists an a such that there is no proper subsetn i
a , a , . . . , a of consecuti¤e a 's following a , so that Ýs a s 0, i.e.,iq1 iq2 s j i jsiq1 j
s Žthere is no s, i q 2 F s F i y 1 with Ý a s 0, or similarly that therejs iq1 j
m .exists a b with no m, k q 2 F m F k y 1 so that Ý b s 0 .k lskq1 l
Then w has an efficient result of N-bounded length, whence w defines a
nilpotent-of-bounded-class-by-bounded-exponent ¤ariety generated by finite
groups, whose bounds are functions of N alone.
Note. The condition above, which we shall call the ``cyclical condition,''
Ž .means that there exists an a or a b , for which we cannot find a chain ofi k
Ž .subsequent consecuti¤e a 's or b 's summing to zero, without using all thei j
Ž .a 's in the word in which case we always get zero sum by homogeneity .i
Ž .In this case we say that a or b supplies the cyclical condition.i k
Ž . Ž . w 2 2 2 xEXAMPLES. 1 Consider the following word w x, y ’ x , y , x .
Clearly w is not efficient, yet we shall see that w satisfies the cyclical
Ž .condition c.c. . Indeed,
w x , y ’ yy2 xy2 y2 xy2 yy2 x 2 y2 x 2 .Ž .
Consider the corresponding list
 4  4b , a , b , a , b , a , b , a [ y2, y2, 2, y2, y2, 2, 2, 2 .1 2 2 3 3 4 4 1
Checking each a , b in turn, we note that b q b s 0, so b does noti i 2 3 1
supply the c.c. similarly, a q a s 0, so a is ``no good,'' nor is b , as3 4 2 2
b q b s 0. Yet a supplies the cyclical condition, as a q a s 4, a q a3 4 3 4 1 4 1
q a s 2, and a q a q a q a s 0, so we only reach zero sum by taking2 4 1 2 3
all the a 's in the word.i
In view of the proposition, w is guaranteed to have an efficient result;
indeed, substituting x ‹ b, y ‹ ba yields
b 2 3 4 5b b b by1 y1 2 2 y1 y1w x , y ’ f a, b ’ a a a a a a c,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and f is an efficient word.
Ž . Ž . w n0 n0 n0 x2 Similarly, any word w x, y ’ x , y , x satisfies the c.c.,n0
since the ``pattern'' of the cycle is the same as that in Example 1. Thus wn0
has an efficient result of n -bounded length, and so V : N B for0 w f Žn . f Žn .n 0 00Ž .some function f n of n .0 0
Ž . Ž . w n0 n0 x yn 0 yn 0 n0 n03 The examples w x, y s x , y s x y x y also sat-3, n0
isfy the c.c., hence they have an efficient result.
Ž . w xn04 Returning to the family w s x, y for n ) 1, it is clear4, n 00
Žthat they do not satisfy the c.c. every a and every b have n y 1 properi k 0
.subsums to zero ! This is in keeping with the counterexamples produced
earlier for this family of words.
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Ž .5 In the same vein, it can be checked quite easily that any commu-
ww x w xx Ž2.  4tator of the form a , b , g , d g F , with a , b , g , d any words in x, y ,
does not satisfy the c.c.; hence, as is easily seen, nor does any product of
such commutators.
We now turn to the proof of the proposition, which also supplies an
effective method for finding an appropriate substitution for words satisfy-
ing the c.c. such as w in Example 1 following the proposition.
Ž .Proof of the Proposition. Let w x, y be of length N and satisfy the c.c.
Our aim is to show that w has an efficient result of N-bounded length. We
shall do so by concretely constructing an appropriate substitution x ‹
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a c, d , y ‹ b c, d so that f c, d [ w a , b is an efficient word.
l Ž .So let x ‹ d c, y ‹ d in w x, y , where our hope is to determine l at a
later stage in such a way as to render f efficient. It turns out, as we shall
see in the process of the proof, that the c.c. is a condition which makes this
choice possible. Applying the above substitution to w yields
a a a1 2 nl l b l b l b1 2 nw d c, d s d c d d c d ??? d c d . )Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž l .a1We now examine the ``contents'' of the bracket d c obtained when
expressing it as a product of conjugates of c by powers of d, giving
¡ dyll dy2 l dy3 l dya 1 l a l1c c c ??? c d if a ) 0a 11l ~d c sŽ . l 3 l yŽ a q1. l1d d dy1 y1 y1 y1 a l¢ 1c c c ??? c d if a - 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . 1
Considering subsequent brackets, note that powers of the form dbi
``contribute'' to the powers of d by which subsequent c's or cy1 's are
already conjugated.
Ž . Ž l .It is readily checked that one obtains the formula for f c, d s w d c, d
ajn m j , rdsignŽa .jf c, d s c , ))Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Ł
js1 rs1
where
jy1iy1¡
y b q r q a l if a ) 0Ý Ýs s jž /
ss1 ss1~m s m l sŽ .j , r j , r jy1 jy1
y b q yr q 1 q a l if a - 0.Ý Ýs s j¢ ž /
ss1 ss1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Comparing f c, d with an efficient w x, y in form 3 , with c playing the
role of x and d the role of y, our aim now is to fix l so that
Ž 4 .``GCD t ''s 1.i i
Ž . Ž .Note that all exponents of c in the word f c, d in the form )) above,
are equal to "1. Thus, if we succeed in fixing l ) 0 that at least one of
the m 's does not equal any of the others, then we are assured that evenj, r
Ž . Ž .after commutator collection of f c, d to obtain form 3 , this will remain
Ž 4.the case, thus rendering GCD t equal to 1, and we will havei 1F iF m
obtained an efficient f.
Choosing an l
A key point to note here is that
w x , y ’ x a1 y b1 x a2 ??? x an y bn ’ 1 mŽ .
x ai y bi ??? x an y bn x a1 y b1 x a1 bb2 ??? x aiy1 y biy1 ’ 1 for any 1 F i F n.
Thus, since w by hypothesis satisfies the c.c., we may assume without loss
Ž Ž .of generality that b supplies the c.c. for w this means that w x, y is1
written in the form x a1 y b1 ??? x an y bn above and that there is no k,
k .3 F k F n, with Ý b s 0 . Consequently, consider the conjugates of cjs2 j
Ž l .a2 Ž .arising out of the bracket d c in ) above.
< <The corresponding m , 1 F r F a , have values2, r 2
yb y r q a l if a ) 0,Ž .1 1 2m l sŽ .2 r ½ yb y 1 y r q a l if a - 0.Ž .1 1 2
So, in particular,
yb y a q 1 l if a ) 0,Ž .1 1 2m l sŽ .2, 1 ½ yb y a l if a - 0.1 1 2
Ž . Ž .We shall fix l so that m l / m l for any other exponent m ,21 j, r j, rj j
< <1 F j F n, 1 F r F a . In essence, the m are all linear functions in thej j j, r j
indeterminate l , for each m is an expression of the formj, r j
m l s a q b l .Ž .j , r j , r j , rj j j
Now solve the linear equation
m l s m l . )))Ž . Ž . Ž .j , r 2, 1j
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Ž .An integral solution of such an equation ))) , if it exists, consists of
an l for which, if we ``use'' it, we will obtain m ’ m , thus, a termj, r 2, 1j
with a conjugator dm21 s dm j, r j will appear more than once in the word. If
Ž . Ž .so, we risk that after the resulting f c, d is expressed in form 3 for all
l , the exponent of c conjugated by dm21 might thus be zero or of absolute
n < <value greater than 1. Note that there are Ý a F N y 2 such m 's.js1 j j, r j
Ž .So we solve all of the F N y 3 such equations of the form ))) and
Žthen pick an l so that it is none of these integral solutions. We may as
Ž l .well shorten the length of the word f d c, d thus obtained as much as
possible, so, choosing l of minimal absolute value, we can be guaranteed
?Ž . @.to find one of absolute value at most N y 2 r2 . The only case when an
Ž . Ž .l cannot be found, is the case when m l ’ m l identically for some21 j, r j
m , namely, when a s a and b s b .j, r j, r 2, 1 j, r 21j j j
But the c.c. actually prevents this.
For b s b m yb s yÝ jy1b m Ý jy1b s 0, and this does not21 j, r 1 is1 i is2 ij
happen for any j, since b supplies the cyclical condition.1
Thus the claim in the proposition has been proved, and thus, if w
?Ž . @ Ž .satisfies the c.c., then w has a p.c. of length at most N y 2 r2 ? N y 2
q 2 and hence defines a nilpotent-of-N-bounded-class-by-N-bounded-ex-
ponent variety of finite groups.
Ž .A WORKED EXAMPLE. In Example 1 , following the statement of the
Ž . w 2 2 2 xproposition, we saw that while the word w x, y s x , y , x is not
Ž . y2 y2 2 y2 y2 2 2 2efficient, it satisfies the c.c., since w x, y s y x y x y x y x . Re-
call that a supplies the c.c; so let us rewrite the word beginning with b3 2
Ž . Ž .to correspond to the situation as in the proof , giving w x, y s
2 y2 y2 2 2 2 y2 y2 l Žy x y x y x y x . We subsequently substitute y ‹ d c, x ‹ d as
here the roles of x and y are interchanged versus those in the proof since
.the c.c. was obtained via an a not a b . This givesi i
Ž . Ž l l . y2 Ž y1 yl y1 yl . 2 Ž l l . 2 Ž y1 yl y1 yl . y2f c, d s d cd c d c d c d d d cd c d c d c d dl
or
yll y2 l dy2 lq2 dyllq2 y l y2 l dy2 ly2 dylly2d d y1 y1 d d y1 y1f c, d s c c c c c c c c .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l
The third element in the list of conjugates of c by powers of d above is the
one corresponding to ``m '' in the proof.21
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So we solve the following equations:
solutions
y2 l q 2 s yl l s 2
y2 l q 2 s y2 l no solution
y2 l q 2 s yl q 2 l s 0
y2 l q 2 s y2 l y 2 no solution
y2 l q 2 s yl y 2 l s 4
ŽThus we see that the only l 's to avoid are l s 0, 2, 4. Note that l s 0
.corresponds to the original word!
We thus pick l s 1, a choice of smallest absolute value, and then
Ž . Ž .dy1 Ž .dy2 Ž y1 .Ž y1 .dŽ .dy1 Ž .dy2 Ž y1 .dy4Ž y1 .dy3f c, d s c c c c c c c c , which, writ-
Ž .ten in form 3 , has the form
y4 y3 y2 y1 Xdd d d dy1 y1 2 2 y1 y1 Df c, d s c c c c c c mod C ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
Ž ² : ² : Ž ..which is efficient where, as usual C s c , D s d in F c, d .
Ž .Note. i Comparing the Laurent polynomial associated with f above
Ž .to that with f in Example 1 following the statement of the proposition,
we see that they differ only by a factor l4. This difference is due to the fact
that in obtaining f here, we applied a ``cyclical shift'' first.
Ž .ii In effectively finding a substitution, clearly any m s a q b ls, t
which is not identically equal to any other m will do in place of m .r , ¤ 2, 1
We are now in a situation to state and prove Corollary 1, thereby
completing the proof of the theorem in the previous section.
 4 Ž .COROLLARY 1. Let X s x, y , and let w s w X be a homogeneous
word of length N in X which yields a positi¤e law. Then w has an efficient
result of N-bounded length.
Proof. By the proposition, we shall simply show that all such laws
Ž . y1satisfy the c.c. But this is evident. Write w x, y in the form u¤ , where
u x , y s x a1 y b1 x a2 ??? x an y bnŽ .
and
¤ x , y s y c1 x d1 ??? y cm x dmŽ .
with all exponents positive, and Ýn a s Ým d and Ýn b s Ým c , andis1 i js1 j is1 i js1 j
again in the form
w x , y s x a1 y b1 ??? x an y bn xyd m yyc m ??? xyd1 yyc 1 .Ž .
We see that clearly the exponent yd supplies the c.c. For, since all the1
exponents a for i s 1, . . . , n are positive, say, if Ýn a s N, then, sincei is1 i
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all the exponents yd for j s 1, . . . , m are negative, and the whole sumj
Ýn a y d y d y ??? yd equals zero, one cannot possibly obtain ais1 i 1 2 m
total sum of zero without using all the terms a , . . . , a , and yd , . . . , yd .1 n m 1
To conclude this section, we mention the following corollary, whose
proof is based on ideas similar to those in Corollary 1, and whose details
we omit.
Ž .COROLLARY 2. Let w x, y be a homogeneous word of length N.N
ŽSuppose there exists a b or, in what follows, one may equally state thei
.corresponding conditions for an a , so that, ifj
s s s s1 2 3 r
b s b s b s ??? s b s 0,Ý Ý Ý Ýj j j j
jsiq1 jsiq1 jsiq1 jsiq1
< <are all the subsums summing to zero following b , then we ha¤e a )i iq1
< < < < < <a q a q ??? a . Then w has an efficient result of N-boundeds q1 s q1 s q11 2 r
length.
We now refer to the example mentioned in the Introduction.
EXAMPLE.
Ž . y2 y2 2 2 y10 y2 10 2 y2 y4 y6 6 y2 y2 10 y4 y8 6 8 y2w x , y ’x y x y x y x y x y x y x y x y x y x y .
It can be checked that w above is not efficient, does not satisfy the
cyclical condition, but does satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 2; hence w
defines a variety generated by nilpotent-of-bounded-class-by-bounded-ex-
ponent finite groups!
SECTION III
In this short section we aim to give an indication of some useful
consequences which can be derived from the theory developed in the
previous sections. It turns out that if we are prepared to restrict the set of
finite groups somewhat, we can obtain corresponding results which are
true for a much wider class of words.
DEFINITION. Call a finite group p-free if its order is not divisible by any
member of the set p . For any N g N, denote by p the set of primes pN
with p - N.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Let w s w x, y be any word of length N on anN
 4 Ž Y .X Ž X .Xalphabet X s x, y such that w f X l Y . Then the ¤ariety generated
by all p -free finite groups satisfying w is contained in N B for some cN N cq1 c
which is N-bounded.
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Proof. Clearly we may assume that w is homogeneous. Thus, consider-
Ž . Ž .ing w x, y in form 3 , we have
s2 sm Xy yt t t Y1 2 mw x , y ’ x x ??? x c, where c g X ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
< <and, since w has length N and is homogeneous, we must have t - N fori
all 1 F i F m.
Now let G be any p -free finite group satisfying w ’ 1. Then it isN N
Ž .evident that we may successfully consider w in form 3 above throughoutN
Ž .the proof of part i of the theorem in Section I, to obtain the same results.
Ž .Notes. 1 We may loosely summarize Proposition 1 as saying ``w is
efficient for p -free groups.''N
Ž .2 Clearly, concrete examples can yield corresponding results for
varieties less restricted than p -free varieties, as the following exampleN
demonstrates:
Ž . w 3 3 x10EXAMPLE. Consider w x, y ’ x , y .
As we discussed earlier, V cannot be contained in the product of aw
nilpotent and a locally finite Burnside variety, as it contains groups of the
forms C wrC andC wrC for n and m as large as we please.2 n 5 m
Applying Proposition 1, since w is of length 120, we may conclude that
the variety generated by finite groups, none of whose orders are multiples
of any prime less than 120, is contained in a product of varieties of the
form N B for bounded c.cq1 c
w 3 3 xHowever, one can improve on this, for, noting that x , y satisfies the
w 3 3 xcyclical condition, a substitution such as x ‹ dc, y ‹ c renders x , y
Ž . Ž .efficient; thus w dc, c is a result which, when written in form 3 yields a
Ž . Ž 4  4 .word for which refer to notation in Sect. I GCD t , ¤ si 1F iF m j 1F jF r
10. Thus we see that the only ``obstructions'' to efficiency, that is, the only
primes whose section w does not control with respect to the above
substitution and cannot control due to the counterexamples mentioned
above, are 2 and 5.
 4Thus, we may conclude that the variety generated by 2, 5 -free finite
groups satisfying w is nilpotent-of-bounded-class-by-bounded-exponent.
Ž .Proposition 1 enables us to derive a variant of part ii of the theorem
using weaker hypotheses.
Ž . a1 b1COROLLARY. Let w be as in Proposition 1, thus w s w x, y s x yN
an bn Ž Y .X Ž X .X??? x y , a homogeneous word of length N, with w f X l Y .
Suppose that for e¤ery prime p, w has a result w whose length is p-bounded,p
Ž . Ž 4  4 .and for which using pre¤ious notation , GCD t , ¤ , p s 1.i 1F iF m j 1F jF r
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Then w defines a ¤ariety generated by finite groups which are nilpotent-of-
class-at-most-f-by-exponent-at-most-f, where f is a function of N alone.
Ž .Note, first, that the corollary is a generalization of part ii of the
theorem.
The difficulty at first glance with the hypotheses in the corollary is that
Ž .we do not know the lengths of w to be bounded uniformly forp p prime
all p.
Proof of the Corollary. We shall show the corollary to be true by
constructing an efficient word of N-bounded length which is a law when-
Ž .ever w is, and then we are in the situation of part i of the theorem.
Ž 4  4 .Denote, for any word w, GCD t , ¤ to be as previouslyw i 1F iF n j 1F jF r
described, but referred to w.
Ž .In Proposition 1, we saw that if p ) N, then, considering form 3 for w,
Ž 4 .we have GCD t , p s 1.i 1F iF m
 4Since the set p is finite, so clearly is the set w . For each such p,N p pgp N
Ž 4  4 .the hypothesis GCD t , ¤ , p s 1 clearly implies that ei-w i 1F iF m j iF jF rp
Ž 4 . Ž 4 .ther GCD t , p s 1 or GCD ¤ , p s 1. In the eventw i 1F iF m w j 1F jF rp p
Ž .that the second alternative holds, replace w x, y by the equivalent wordp
Ž .w y, x .p
y k Ž y kNow for any word w, w s 1 m w ’ 1 for any integer k where w
k .denotes, as usual, conjugation of w by y . Now pick any l g N with
Ž Ž . .l ) max length w , N , and consider the wordp pgp N
t
l iy  4W x , y s w ? w , where p s p , . . . , p .Ž . Ł p N 1 ti
is1
Then W is a law whenever w is, and further, the conjugation of the words
w , for p g p , by successively higher powers of y l has the effect thatp i Ni
conjugates of x by powers of y in different words w cannot ``double up''p
or ``cancel out'' with each other in the word W. The net effect of the
Ž 4 .construction is that GCD t s 1 and W is an efficient word.W i 1F iF m
Note that its length is a function of N alone, since each w haspi
N-bounded length, and there are an N-bounded number of them.
SECTION IV. OPEN QUESTIONS
Ž . w xn01 We have seen that the word x, y has no efficient result for
any n ) 1. The same technique yields that w ’ ¤ n0 , where ¤ is any0
Ž .homogeneous word on two letters, has no efficient result. Suppose w x, y
s ¤ n1¤ n2 ??? ¤ nr is a homogeneous word with n ) 1 1 F i F r,1 2 r i
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Ž 4 .GCD n s 1, and ¤ , 1 F i F r all have efficient results. Does thati 1F iF r i
imply that w has an efficient result?
Ž . Ž . Ž Y .X Ž X .X2 If w x, y g X l Y does that imply that w has no effi-
Žcient result? Note that the following example due to Professor B. Plotkin
Ž .Ž2. Ž Y .X Ž X .Xshows that F x, y m X l Y . Indeed it may be checked that the2
www x x x Ž . Ž Y .X Ž X .Xelement u [ x, y , x , y in F x, y belongs to X l Y but is not2
Ž .Ž2. .an element in F x, y .2
Ž .3 A similar study could be embarked or. to determine ``which
words spell almost soluble.'' Two partial results can be given in this
direction but it would be interesting to be able to solve the problem in
more generality.
Ž . Ž .i First, let n be any power which is not a multiple of exp S , for0
any simple non-abelian group S. Then for any homogeneous word w with
an efficient result, it follows from results of this chapter that w n0 defines a
variety of finite groups which are soluble by n -bounded exponent. For0
example, in particular, by the Odd Order Theorem of Feit and Thompson,
if n is odd. However, it would be interesting to determine whether the0
solubility lengths are bounded for such words.
Ž .ii Second, if we consider any proper variety generated by finite
Ž w x.groups of ranks at most r, it has been shown see 2 that within that
context, all words spell almost soluble, even almost nilpotent-by-abelian-
by-bounded-exponent, with bounds for nilpotency class and exponent
being functions of the length of the word and the rank r alone.
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